1.introduction
The Kickz Inu white paper aims to
inform readers about
our vision, strategy and roadmap.
Below we illustrate in detail our
atypical redistribution mechanism
which combines both rewards in
Kickz Inu and physical rewards
such as Sneakers through unique
NFTs having for the first time on
the BSC a utility.
@KickzInu
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2.Presentation and
history of Kickz Inu
Welcome to the world of Kickz Inu,
the coolest meme on the BSC. He's a
sneaker enthusiast who's only too
happy to share his passion with you!
Kickz Inu is a deflationar y token
on the one hand and on the other
hand offers two types of reflections
to its holders. Firstly, rewards in
Kickz Inu that are automatically added
to your wallet and secondly, rewards
in real limited pairs of sneakers in the
form of unique NFTs that can be traded
on our NFT platform.
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3.KICKZ INU ROADMAP
Q1
. Launch of the Website.
Shill Army
. White Paper
. Private Sale
. Setup Social Media
. 10,000 Telegram
bio members
. Contest
. Poocoin Ads
. Presale
. Launch of the NFT
platform
. 1st sale of NFT
. Giveaway Sneakers
. Partnership with targeted
influencers
. Launch of Kickz Inu. Audit.
. Listing on CoinGecko
. 5,000 Holders
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Q2
. Certik Audit
. Listing on CoinMarketCap
. Website Game
. 15,000 organic Telegram
members
. 10,000 Holders
. Popup Store
. Kickz Inu Merch
. Logo on Web3 wallets
and PancakeSwap
. Celebrity Partnerships
. YouTube partnership

Q3
. CEX Listing: Bitmart,
Hotbit, Whitebit
. Opening Store in Paris
. 200M MarketCap
. Mobile version
of the game
. More to come...
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4. Tokenomics
Presale
Burn
Private Sale
Marketing Wallet
Airdrop Contest
Team Wallet
Dxsale Fees
Total Supply

67.79%
14.84%
7.88%
5%
2.31%
1.5%
0.68%
100,000,000,000
Buy Tax

12%

Liquidity Pool 4%
Rewards 5%
Marketing 3%
Sell Tax

16%

Liquidity Pool 3%
Rewards 5%
Marketing 4%
Burn 4%
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5.1 Plateforme NFT
Kickz Inu has its own NFT
platform where you can
trade different types of NFT
related to the Kickz Inu universe.
There will be two types of
NFTs, as follows:

1) Kickz Inu NFTs which will
be NFTs representing the coolest meme of the BSC wearing
his favorite pairs of sneakers
through the biggest cities of
the world.
The NFT Kickz Inu will be classified according to their rarity,
here are the different types of
categories:
-

Sneakers ( 2 copies )
Ultra rare ( 4 copies )
Rare ( 10 copies )
Uncommon ( 20 copies )
Common ( 40 copies )

They will be sold, bought and
exchanged on our platform.
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5.2 Plateforme NFT
2) The NFT Sneakers, they will be
NFT representing limited pairs of
Sneakers part of the collection of
Kickz Inu. They will be represented
in the form of a collector's card.
The only way to get them is to win
them through the various contests
that will be set up or to buy them
from other winners via our platform.
What are the NFT Sneakers for?
These NFT Sneakers represent your
pairs of Sneakers, real pairs.
(e.g. if I win an Air Jordan 1 Chicago, instead of receiving the pair
directly in physical form, I receive
the unique NFT of the Air Jordan 1
Chicago of which I will be the one
and only owner. )
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I have several options:
- I want my real pair -> I choose on
the platform to destroy my NFT
and I transmit my postal coordinates to have the pair delivered.
- I want to sell it -> I put it on sale
on our platform and anyone can
buy it from me and become the
only owner, he will then be able to
resell it at a higher price or not or
ask to receive it physically by destroying the NFT.
- I want to exchange it -> I can exchange my NFT on the market
place that represents the real pair
for someone else's or for an NFT
Kickz Inu.
In short, the NFT Sneakers is a title
deed to the real pair of sneakers.
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